FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Alternative Mobile Power Systems Ready For Event Rental
Market With Quiet, Eco-Friendly Generator Alternative
FORT MYERS, FL – February 23, 2009 -- AMP Systems has completed product testing and
is launching a rental service in Southwest Florida for the AMP (Alternative Mobile Power)
System (TM), a silent, environmentally-friendly, and reliable alternative to portable and
trailer mounted generators.
The AMP System provides remote electrical power in a silent, reliable, and safe manner
without the use of liquid or gas fuel sources. The trailer mounted alternative energy
system requires no fuel to operate and uses clean solar electricity or utility power stored
in batteries. Target markets for AMP System rentals include weddings, corporate events,
musicians, audio/visual service providers, and tradeshows.
“If you have ever been to an outdoor wedding where a noisy generator was used, you
know why the AMP System was developed” says Jason Szumlanski, Owner of AMP
Systems. “You should not need to burn fuel and listen to a noisy generator to have power
at outdoor events like concerts, fairs, and parties.”
The AMP System provides power without the need for a generator or access to utility
power. Integral photovoltaic (solar) electric modules provide supplemental energy to
recharge batteries and power devices. The company works closely with service providers
like DJs, bands, event planners, and caterers to promote energy conservation and ensure
adequate electrical power will be available for the customer’s event.
Because the system is silent, events are not interrupted by the audible distraction of a
generator engine. There is no engine to maintain and few moving parts, so the AMP
System is ultra-reliable. Solar panels supplement power needs during daytime events and
nighttime events are powered solely from stored battery power. Generators inefficiently
use gasoline, diesel, or propane gas when running, even when no electricity is being
consumed, and are often oversized to meet intermittent power requirements. The AMP
System is efficient, only consuming stored energy when demand actually exists.
About AMP Systems:
AMP Systems is a wholly owned subsidiary of OAS Export, LLC, a diversified Florida
company. The company produces mobile solar electric systems and custom engineers and
builds mobile and remote power systems to customer specifications. The flexibility of the
AMP System platform and numerous capabilities and benefits make the company’s
products new and unique.
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